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Advisory Boards

Windward Community College has invited a number of community leaders in business, industry, and professions to advise the staff in the development of curriculum in accordance with requirements in their fields. Consultations with these leaders relate to course content, selection of training equipment, the nature and extent of employment needs, and evaluation of the effectiveness of the curriculum. New advisory committees are formed as new needs and programs are identified.
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Administration and Faculty Listing

Sarah Akina
Interim Dean for Academic Affairs, Division I; and Associate Professor, CC, Counselor, Paipai o Ko'olau
MSW, University of Hawai‘i;
BA, University of Hawai‘i
Kaʻahu Alo  
Assistant Professor, CC, Counselor, Student Life Coordinator  
MA, Hawaiʻi Pacific University;  
BA, Hawaiʻi Pacific University;  
AA, Windward Community College

Arjun Aryal  
Instructor, CC, Earth Science  
PhD, University of Hawaiʻi;  
MS, Purdue University

Robert Barclay  
Professor, CC, English  
PhD, University of Hawaiʻi;  
MA, University of Hawaiʻi;  
BA, University of Hawaiʻi;  
AA, Honolulu Community College

Lisamarie Bensman  
Associate Professor, CC, Psychology  
PhD, University of Hawaiʻi;  
MA, John Jay College of Criminal Justice;  
BS, Fordham University

Paul Briggs  
Professor, CC, Economics  
MS, University of California, Santa Cruz;  
MS, University of California, Santa Barbara;  
BS, San Francisco State University

Jennifer Brown  
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs  
EdD, University of Southern California;  
MEd, University of Southern California;  
BA, University of California, Santa Barbara

William Cook  
Instructor, CC, Hawaiian Studies  
MA, University of Hawaiʻi;  
BA, University of Hawaiʻi

Maria-Elena Diaz  
Director of Continuing Education and Training  
PhD, University of Notre Dame;  
MA, University of Notre Dame;  
BA, Brandeis University

Jollie Dollar  
Instructor, CC, Sustainable Agriculture  
PhD, Mississippi State University;  
MS, University of Arizona;  
BS, University of California, Davis

Ardis Eschenberg  
Chancellor
Brian Faria
Instructor, CC, Hawaiian Language
MA, University of Hawaiʻi;
BA, University of Hawaiʻi

Cristian Farias
Instructor, CC, Mathematics
MS, California State University;
BA, California State University

Michael Ferguson
Professor, CC, Chemistry
PhD University of California, Berkeley;
BA, University of Dayton

Koren Fiefia
Instructor, CC, Counselor, Director of Educational Talent Search
MA, University of Phoenix;
BA, University of San Diego

Kathleen French
Professor, CC, Sociology
MA, University of Hawaiʻi;
BA, California State University, Sacramento

Roy Fujimoto
Professor, CC, Political Science
MA, University of Hawaiʻi;
BA, University of Santa Clara

Sarah Hadmack
Associate Professor, CC, Religion
MA, University of Hawaiʻi;
BA, University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Deacon Hanson
Associate Professor, CC, Accounting and Business
MAcc, University of Hawaiʻi;
BBA, University of Hawaiʻi

Jeffrey Ho
Assistant Professor, CC, Speech
MA, Colorado State University;
BA, Colorado State University

Bethany Hopkins
Instructor, CC, Mathematics
MA, Providence College;
BA, Providence College

Hollister Kehau Iwashita
Instructor, CC, Coordinator, Early College
MEd, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i West O‘ahu;  
AA, Windward Community College

Desrae Kahale  
Instructor, CC, Counselor, Mental Health  
MS, Chaminade University

Jennifer Kaheakalau  
Instructor, CC, Counselor  
MSW, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i

Heipua Kaʻōpua  
Professor, CC, Counselor  
PhD, University of Hawai‘i;  
MSW, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i

Michael Kato  
Associate Professor, CC, Information and Computer Science  
MEd, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i;  
AA, Windward Community College

Jenny Kelly  
Associate Professor, CC, Animal Science; Veterinary Technician Program Director  
DVM, Purdue University;  
MA, University of Saskatchewan;  
BS, University of Hawai‘i

Kamuela Kimokeo  
Assistant Professor, CC, Music, Director of Hawai‘i Music Institute  
PhD, University of Hawai‘i;  
MEd, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, Brigham Young University

Stacie Kissel  
Instructor, CC, Animal Science  
AS, Windward Community College

Ryan Koo  
Associate Professor, CC, History  
MA, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i

Jessie Krause  
Instructor, CC, Animal Science  
DVM, University of Missouri-Columbia

David Krupp  
Professor, CC, Biological Science  
PhD, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of California, Los Angeles
Kapulani Landgraf
Professor, CC, Art
MFA, Norwich University

Ross Langston
Professor, CC, Biological Science
PhD, University of Hawai‘i;
BS, College of Charleston;
AAS, San Juan College

Malia Lau Kong
Professor, CC, History
MA, University of Hawai‘i;
BA, University of Hawai‘i

Hongwei Li
Associate Professor, CC, Microbiology and Botany
PhD, National University of Singapore

Nicolas Logue
Associate Professor, CC, Theatre
MFA, University of Hawai‘i;
BA, University at Buffalo, The State University of New York

Mackenzie Manning
Professor, CC, Biological Science
MS, University of Hawai‘i;
BS, University of California, Santa Cruz

Audrey Mendoza
Associate Professor, CC, Speech
MA, University of Hawai‘i;
BA, University of Hawai‘i

Teena Michael
Instructor, CC, Botany
PhD, University of Hawai‘i;
BA, Sonoma State University

Chelsea Ku‘ulei Miranda
Assistant Professor, CC, Counselor, Native Hawaiian
MEd, University of Hawai‘i;
BA, University of Hawai‘i West O‘ahu;
AA, Windward Community College

Shigeru Miyamoto
Associate Professor, CC, Art
MA, California State University, San Jose;
BA, California State University, San Jose

Peter Kalawai‘a Moore
Professor, CC, Hawaiian Studies
PhD, University of Hawai‘i;
MA, University of Hawai‘i;
BA, University of Hawai‘i;
AA, Borough of Manhattan Community College
Bryce Myers  
Assistant Professor, CC, Art  
MFA, California State University, Fullerton;  
BFA, Laguna College of Art and Design

Justin Ha'aheo Pagan  
Instructor, CC, Counselor  
MSW, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i

Nicole Pagan  
Instructor, CC, Counselor  
MSW, University of Hawai‘i;  
BSW, University of Hawai‘i

Francis Palacat  
Professor, CC, Psychology  
DEd, Argosy University;  
MS, Chaminade University;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i West O‘ahu;  
AA, Windward Community College

Desiree Poteet  
Associate Professor, CC, English  
MA, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i

Annette Priesman  
Assistant Professor, CC, English  
MA, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i

Elizabeth Ratliff  
Associate Professor, CC, Media Specialist  
MS, Indiana University;  
BS, Memorial University of Newfoundland

Elizabeth Seaton  
Assistant Professor, CC, Technical Services Librarian  
MLIS, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, Smith College

Tara Severns  
Professor, CC, Public Services Librarian  
MLS, University of Illinois;  
BA, Southern Illinois University;  
AA, McHenry County College

Navtej Singh  
Professor, CC, Mathematics  
MS, University of Hawai‘i;  
MA, California State University, Fresno;  
BA, California State University, Fresno
Susan Lee St. John  
Associate Professor, CC, English  
MFA, University of Oregon;  
BA, University of Oregon

Jody-Lynn Storm  
Assistant Professor, CC, Mathematics  
MA, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i

Laura Sue  
Associate Professor, CC, Information and Computer Sciences  
MS, University of Hawai‘i;  
BS, University of Hawai‘i

Sarah Sur  
Professor, CC, Head Librarian  
MA, San Jose State University;  
MA, Pepperdine University;  
BA, Pepperdine University

Scott Sutherland  
Assistant Professor, CC, Ka Piko Coordinator  
MPA, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i;  
AA, Windward Community College

Daniel Swift  
Instructor, CC, Coordinator, Workforce Development  
PhD, University of La Verne;  
MEd, University of Hawai‘i;  
BS, Johnson & Wales University;  
AAS, Boise State University

Kevin Takayama  
Assistant Professor, CC, Mathematics  
MA, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, Willamette University

Cynthia Texeira  
Assistant Professor, CC, Hawaiian Specialist Librarian  
MLIS, University of Hawai‘i

Monique Tingkang  
Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services  
MHRM, University of Hawai‘i;  
BBA, University of Hawai‘i;  
AA, Leeward Community College

Michael Tom  
Professor, CC, Computing Services Coordinator  
MBA, Santa Clara University;  
BS, University of Hawai‘i
Alysa Tomasa  
Instructor, CC, Counselor, First Year Experience  
MA, University of Phoenix;  
BEd, Oregon State University

Matthew Tsuda  
Instructor, CC, Animal Science  
AS, Windward Community College

Sharon Tsutsui  
Instructor, CC, Counselor  
MS, Chaminade University  
BA, Chaminade University

Michelle Tupou  
Assistant Professor, CC, Hawaiian Studies  
MA, University of Hawai‘i;  
BA, University of Hawai‘i;  
AA, Kapi‘olani Community College

Lance Uyeda  
Professor, CC, English  
MFA, University of California, Irvine;  
BA, Rice University

Melanie Dorado Wilson  
Interim Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs; and Dean for Academic Affairs, Division I and Academic Support  
EdD, Nova Southeastern University;  
MS, Bemidji State University;  
BS, Oklahoma State University;  
AA, Hawai‘i Community College